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Abstract
A way to represent an ane plane of prime-power order inside of the code that its lines
generate is described. The secant spaces of this structure stay unchanged, as does the vertex of
the cone, but the base curve of the cone may be modied to obtain representations of dierent
ranks. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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For the general theory of cone-representations we refer to the papers [2{7]. The
representations we consider here have sets of points that are cones with a vertex that
is a point. This ts into the theory of [2]. In the language of the later papers, the
cone-representations ‘have index one’.
Consider an ane plane  of order q, where q=ph, p prime. The following con-
struction of a code is standard; see [1]. Dene V to be the vector space of dimension
q2 that is the set of all functions from the points of  ! GF(q). We most often
consider V as a projective space PG(V ) (= PG(q2 − 1; q)). Let the q2 + q lines of
 be luv, where 16u6q + 1, 16v6q, and where luv and lst are parallel if and only
if u = s. The line-code L of  is the subspace of V generated by the characteristic
functions uv of the lines luv. Thus,
uv(P) =
(
1 if P 2 luv;
0 if P 62 luv:
uv corresponds to a non-zero vector of V and so to a point of PG(V ), and these q2+q
points generate the subspace PG(L) of PG(V ) corresponding to this code.
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Note that if  is the desarguesian plane PG(2; q) over the nite eld GF(q), the
dimension of PG(L) is
( p+1
2
h − 1; see for example [8]. The conjecture of Hamada
says that for any other ane planes of order q this dimension is larger; see [1].
For each u = 1; : : : ; q+ 1, the parallel class of lines fluv j v = 1; : : : ; qg corresponds
to a subspace Su of PG(L) generated by points uv (v = 1; : : : ; q). The projective
dimension of Su is clearly q − 1, since the uv are independent. Let the characteristic
function of  be . It maps each point of  to 1. Now let us consider  as a point
of PG(L).





t tst , (v, t 2 GF(q)), for some u 6= s, where x =
k 6= 0 for some 16x6q. Then each line luv intersects lsx in a point Pv, and from the
above equation evaluated at Pv, v = x = k, for all 16v6q. Similarly, t = k, for
all 16t6q.
Dene a substitution  = (1; : : : ; q+1) to be a vector of elements of V , one on each
of the subspaces Su of PG(L) above. We identify the substitution with the corresponding
vector of q + 1 points of PG(L). Thus (8u = 1; : : : ; q + 1) u is a point
P
v uvuv,
(uv 2 GF(q)). We say that the substitution is faithful if fuv j v = 1; : : : ; qg = GF(q),
(8u).
The nal item of notation we need is the denition of hP , where P is any point of
. It is the hyperplane of PG(V ) consisting of all functions taking P to zero. We can
consider hP also to be a hyperplane of PG(L) in the natural way, by identifying hP as
the set of all functions of PG(L) taking P to zero.
Theorem 2. Given any faithful substitution  = (1; : : : ; q+1); there is a natural cone-
representation R() of index one of the dual of  in the projective space PG(L).
There are (q−1)qq+1 faithful substitutions giving the same cone; and hence the same
representation as .
Proof. Let W =  be the vertex of a cone C in PG(L). Let a base curve of C
be the set of points 1; : : : ; aq+1. Thus the generators of the cone are the q + 1 lines
h; ui, where 16u6q+1. Cut this cone with the q2 secant hyperplanes hP of PG(L),
(P 2 ).
Let us give the mapping between the dual of  and the representation R(). Firstly
P 7! hP . Secondly luv 7!  − u, where u(Q) = , 8Q on luv. Note that  exists
and is unique because  is faithful. It is easy to check that this is an isomorphism.
Given any faithful substitution we can manufacture others merely by adding a
multiple of  to any u. We can also make others by multiplying the vector  by
a non-zero element of GF(q). This gives us (q − 1)qq+1 substitutions with the same
cone, and therefore precisely with the same representation.
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Now the major invariant of any cone-representation is its rank, which for index one
is the dimension of the embedding space. There are two main cases that can occur
once we choose the substitution . Either  2 h1; : : : ; q+1i, or it is not. Either way,
we can always assume that it is not, by projecting the curve of q+1 points 1; : : : ; q+1
from the vertex . Then the rank of the resulting representation is just the rank of
this curve.
It is not hard to see that every possible cone-representation of the dual of  of
index one can be obtained from some substitution, and so all these representations
appear inside the line-code of the ane plane. This gives some support for Hamada’s
conjecture, for a plane is desarguesian if and only if it has a cone-representation of
index one and rank two. We would expect smaller representations to be possible if the
line-code is smaller, because the representations are embedded in the code.
Suppose we project the spaces Su from the point . We obtain q+1 mutually skew
subspaces of dimension q− 2 of an n-dimensional projective space over GF(q), where
n+ 1 is the dimension of the line-code of the ane plane. The substitution  is then
equivalent to choosing q+ 1 points, one in each of these subspaces, and the resulting
rank of the representation is just the rank of these points. Hence we are led to a very
general interesting problem. First, dene a transversal to be a subspace that intersects
each of a given set of mutually skew subspaces in a point.
Problem 3. Given a set of mutually skew subspaces, what is the smallest dimension
of a transversal, and how do we nd such a transversal?
Thus some fundamental problems about nite projective and ane planes reduce to
this problem. Another natural question that arises is the following.
Problem 4. What are the relationships between the cone-representations of the various
ane planes with completions that are the same projective plane?
For example, if there is a cone-representation of an ane plane of index one and
rank two then the corresponding projective plane is desarguesian, and so all its ane
planes are isomorphic. Thus all these other ane planes have a cone-representation
of index one and rank two as well. For general projective planes we expect that
some relationships between the representation theory of the various ane planes would
happen because the line-codes of the ane planes are closely related, and indeed they
have the same dimension.
The next smallest case to consider would be the classication of (dual) ane planes
with a cone-representation of index one and rank 3. In [4] it was shown for example
that translation planes of order q2 containing GF(q) in their kernel (thus of dimension
2), have a rank three representation. (They are embeddable on a cone in PG(3; q2)).
The vertex of the cone was chosen on the translation line. Not much is known about
other dual ane planes, even corresponding to these same projective planes. Thus the
complete classication of all rank three ane planes has not yet been attempted.
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Let us close our discussion here, with the hope that the readers’ interest has been
stirred in this fairly recent eld of cone-representation theory.
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